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Data has always been fundamental for companies, but its
importance has skyrocketed over recent years to become

one of businesses’ most important assets.

Is your data strategy offensive enough?

We are playing a
key role in the

internationalisation
of

Action's business
by leveraging our

network,
i d

3i (@3iplc) 08 Jul 2019,
13:26
RT @DavidMWalsh_:
Another thing

3i (@3iplc) 08 Jul 2019,
10:15
RT @UstrupSvendsen:
Maritimer #Scandlines
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experience and
resources.
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3i European
Operational

Projects Fund
deploys capital

in Portugal,
Italy, Ireland
and Germany



3i agrees to
invest in

Regional Rail to
support growth



3i-backed
Ponroy

accelerates its
international

expansion with
the acquisition

of Pasquali
Healthcare
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Private Equity

Investing in good businesses to make
them great

Infrastructure

Investing in economic infrastructure and
greenfield projects

Our approach



Portfolio



Track record



Private Equity spotlight:
Audley Travel



Our approach



Portfolio



Team



Infrastructure spotlight:
Attero
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Our strategy is driven by our skilled people

Driving
sustainability
with Valorem
Valorem is a vertically-
integrated green energy
operator, offering a range of
renewable energy solutions.

28.5%
interest

€57m
invested

CASE STUDY

https://www.3i.com/sustainability/responsible-investment/case-studies/valorem/


Grow investment portfolio earnings1



Realise investments with good cash-to-cash returns2

Maintain an operating cash profit3

Use our strong balance sheet4

Increase shareholder distributions5


